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Baking Kawaii

Green Asian Cuisine

Ai Ventura

Rain Lundström

I

H

n Asia pastries and cakes are not just fluffier, smoother, crispier and tastier than
anywhere else – they are also adorable and cute! In Baking Kawaii you´ll learn
the tricks to succeed with mochi donuts, Harajuku crêpes, baobing, and the
finest cookies. Discover wonderful sweets and pastries from countries such as
Taiwan, China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam – as well as drinks like boba, or bubble
tea, a drink winning popularity all over the world.
Kawaii means cute in Japanese, and that is exactly what the pastries in confectioner Ai Ventura’s new book are. Yet the recipes are anything but childish. Step-bystep you’ll learn the technique to succeed in creating pastries with balanced flavours
and fantastic decorations.
Ingenious pastries with a heavy dose of Asian pop culture – the result is cute and
sophisticated at the same time.

ere is a vegetarian cookbook that will enhance your cooking habits. Rain
Lundström invites us on a journey through the Asian cuisine and introduces us to gastronomic wizardry and the secrets of sensational flavours.
In Green Asian Cuisine she covers the best from Japan, China, India, Vietnam,
Korea, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Malaysia and Indonesia. Here you will find everything
from Japanese ramen covered in umami and the art of folding dumplings to homemade vegan kimchi and basic palak paneer.
The recipes span from convenient dishes with ingredients that you will find in
any supermarket to brand new acquaintances. You will discover raw materials,
flavours and techniques that will boost your vegetarian cooking. You will also learn
how to navigate an Asian supermarket and how to find the products you will actually make use of.

Foreword
Baking tips & ingredients
Sweet bread
Cookies
Shaved ice
Desserts
Drinks
Index

About the author
The Japanese confectioner Ai Ventura lives in Stockholm and introduced Japanese baking to the Swedish
public in 2019 with the book Japanese Pastries.

Baka kawaii
180x230, 144 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021

About the author
Rain Lundström founded the food magazine Vegourmet where she was also the Editor-in-Chief. Today she
works in marketing, but also as a food creator. She has
lived several years in Japan and has travelled through
most of Asia in search of exciting new flavours.

Det gröna Asien
190x260, 162 pp
Norstedts, 2020
Rights sold: DK
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Meals Under a Euro

Meals Under a Euro

Eating Outdoors
Hanna Olvenmark

The 30 Euro Week
Hanna Olvenmark

H

H

anna Olvenmark started the blog and Instagram account Meals Under a
Euro in 2015 and quickly gained popularity. She has now over 150 000
followers wanting her climate friendly and inexpensive recipes as well as
participate in her “cook alongs”. She has also written two cookbooks that sold over
80 000 copies in Sweden.
In her third cookbook filled with inexpensive and climate friendly food, Hanna
has created recipes that can be packed in a backpack or easily cooked in a storm
kitchen. Why eat outdoors? Because it is an inexpensive and fantastic way to socialize with friends. And there seems to be an increasing interest to spend more time in
nature.
There are pirogis and pasta salads, one-pots and rich crêpes. For dessert? Ice cream
in a thermos, of course! Included in each recipe is a packing list, and the climate
footprint has been calculated for all meals, which cost no more than a Euro.
Meals Under a Euro: Eating Outdoors is a book for those who are longing to spend
more time in nature. Besides recipes, it contains a multitude of tips and tricks, and
smart packing lists.

Kina har inte bara ett kök. Utan hundratals. Från Shanghais moderna krogkultur
via det heta, muntinglande Sichuan till Xian där den kummindoftande maten smakar som
om Mellanöstern färdats längs Sidenvägen till Kina (vilket den också gjort). Sen har vi all
kinesisk mat som uppstått utanför landets gränser. Som det japanska chuka-köket, den
poppiga taiwanesiska fusionmaten eller den amerikaniserade version man hittar i USA:s alla
Chinatowns. Den kinesiska matkulturen är helt enkelt världens mest spridda – och
i Kinamat varje dag har Jonas Cramby satt samman en mixtape med alla sina favoriter.
Jonas Cramby är kokboksförfattare. Han har gett ut sex hyllade kokböcker: Texmex från
grunden, Texas BBQ, ¡Taco loco!, Mackor, Japansk grillning och Korean BBQ.

ere, Hanna Olvenmark has compiled twelve inspiring weekly menus,
one for every month of the year in which seasonal produce is part of the
menu. Every week has a shopping list so that you can shop for the whole
week in one visit. Once a week there’s a big batch dish for lunchboxes. The recipes
in the book are simple and easy to prepare even if one does not follow the weekly
schedule. Simply browse the shopping lists and choose freely between the 70 dishes
such as sweetcorn carbonara, smoky carrot pizza, kale crêpes, or why not the simple
lentil soup which is ready in just 20 minutes? Each recipe is calculated according to
greenhouse gas emissions per portion and falls within the limits set to enable us to
reach a maximum of 1.5 degrees climate change. Smart isn’t it?
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Portionen under tian: 300-kronorsveckorna
190x235, 187 pp
Ordfront förlag, 2020

Contents: Preface | Eating in season | Seasonal guide | The 30 Euro week | January
February | March | April | May | June | July | August | September | October | November
December | List of recipes
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About the author
Hanna Olvenmark is a dietician and committed scrooge. Since 2015 she is running the blog Portionen under
tian with thousands of visits every day. Her previous
cookbooks have sold over 80 000 copies in Sweden
and to many other countries. Her mission to show that
good food is not just for those who can afford it.
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Meals Under a Euro

Den kinesiska matens fermenterade bönpastor, tofuvarianter och naturligt djupa,
umamirika smaker gör det väldigt enkelt att äta vegetariskt. Och det är ännu enklare att
variera sig eftersom Kina inte bara har ett kök utan hundratals. Från Shanghais moderna
krogkultur via det heta, muntinglande Sichuan till Xian där den kummindoftande
gatumaten smakar som om Mellanöstern färdats längs Sidenvägen till Kina. Sen har vi all
kinesisk mat som uppstått utanför landets gränser. Som det japanska chuka-köket, den
poppiga taiwanesiska fusionmaten eller den amerikaniserade version man hittar i USA:s alla
Chinatowns. Den kinesiska matkulturen är helt enkelt världens mest spridda – och
i Kinamat varje dag har Jonas Cramby satt samman en mixtape med sina favoriter.

Good Food for You, Your Wallet and the Planet
Hanna Olvenmark
Jonas Cramby är kokboksförfattare. Han har gett ut sex hyllade kokböcker: Texmex från
grunden, Texas BBQ, ¡Taco loco!, Mackor, Japansk grillning och Korean BBQ.

I

n Meals Under a Euro Hanna Olvenmark presents 50 vegetarian recipes in
which every portion costs less than a Euro (€ 1). There will also be 30 Euro
weeks (€ 30 weeks) complete with shopping lists and recipes, as well as general
‘stay cheap’ tips for both shopping on a large scale, lunch at work and dining out. If
by “out” one means in the great outdoors.
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Portionen under tian
190x235, 160 pp
Ordfront förlag, 2019
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190x235, 187 pp
Ordfront förlag, 2021
Rights sold: NO

Contents: Why is it important to be frugal?| The larder | The shopping list | Lunch boxes
When travelling | Dining out | Main courses | Picnic basket | Breakfast and snacks |
30 Euro weeks | List of recipes

Rights sold: NL, FIN, DK, NO, GER, POR

pasta , pasta , pasta

vego for everyone
Vego Chaos

Pasta in Italian

Sara Ask & Lisa Bjärbo

50 Recipes from 14 Regions
Sara Berg

I

O

n Vego Chaos, the authors of the bestselling More Vego series have collected their
best vegetarian weekday recipes. Easy to cook, these recipes don’t need a thousand complicated ingredients to taste good. Make quesadillas in fifteen minutes
or whip up something sweet a regular weekday. In between the recipes, the authors
share their best tips on speedy cooking, and how to turn chaotic meals into art with
a few simple shortcuts.
In the book there is also a whole chapter devoted to cooking for one person,
make something extra for yourself when dining alone or preparing your lunch at
your home office.

Contents

More than 120 000 copies sold of the More Vego series in Sweden!

Foreword
Everyday vego
Less is more
One serving
It’s in the sauce
Simple sweets
Index
Thanks

About the author
Sara Ask is a dietitian specializing in children’s diets,
food writer and lecturer with long experience as a recipe
creator, creating recipes for the magazine Vi Föräldrar,
among others.

ne may feel that Italians have a pigheaded attitude to pasta. They would
never make a carbonara with fresh pasta or put parmesan on shellfish.
But it’s not about them trying to be difficult, on the contrary they have
already spent generations experimenting to find the best recipes and most useful
techniques.
This book is about pasta. Real, Italian pasta. Of gnocchi prepared by a crazy chef
in Milan, on the secrets behind a great ragù bolognese, or the genovese trofie pasta,
which hardly anyone knows any more how to make by hand.
The book is a journey by train through 14 regions, from Turin in the north-west
to Bari in the southeast. We learn of different types of flour and how to use them,
why we only sometimes put eggs in the dough and why the sauce must always be
mixed-in with the pasta before it is served.
On top of this, Italian pasta chefs share their best recipes, adapted to the pasta
types of the region. For there is really no such thing as Italian pasta, but there is
Lombardy, Sicilian and Tuscan pasta. And what they have in common is that they
always taste the best.

About the author
Sara Berg is a freelance journalist and barista. She writes about food and culture for Sydsvenskan, Expressen,
White Paper, DI Weekend, Buffé och Gourmet. She
speaks Italian and loves gnocchi, mozzarella and a good
cappuccino.

Lisa Bjärbo is a journalist, author, blogger, and parent
to two picky little vegetarians.

Kaosvego
190x230, 150 pp
Ordfront förlag, 2021

In the same series:
More Vego
Even More Vego
Mega Vego

Mera vego är kokboken för dig som vill inspireras att
laga vegetarisk mat som funkar för hela familjen –
från bebisen, via tonåringen, till morfar som älskar
bacon. Den riktar sig både till dig som vill skära ner
på köttätandet och till dig som redan är vegetarian
men trött på dina gamla rätter.
Här finns 60 familjeanpassade recept, uppdelade
efter hur lång tid matlagningen får ta. Allt från kaossnabba rätter som tar
max 30 minuter att laga, till lyxiga helgrätter. Dessutom lär du dig göra plockmat, bra mellanmål, goda
efterrätter och får mängder av praktiska tips.
Vad är egentligen tofu, och var hittar man det när
man handlar? Hur får man en vegetarisk biff att hålla
ihop i stekpannan? Och hur kan man göra barnens
eviga pannkakor lite matigare? Det är mycket lättare
än du tror.

Series sold to: WE, GER, FIN, NL, DK, CZ, SK

Sara Ask är barndietist, matskribent
och föreläsare med lång erfarenhet
som receptskapare, bland annat för
tidningen Vi Föräldrar.
Lisa Bjärbo är journalist, bloggare
och författare, med ett tiotal böcker
bakom sig. Läs också d
eras
nya
bok
.
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Pasta på italienska
170x230, 192 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021
Rights sold: DK
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Foreword
Piemonte
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Toscana
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summer tastes
Summer in a Jar

Gelato

Preserves, Marmelades, Jams, Fermentations
Åsa Swanberg

Hanna & Angelo Scarfò

I

t’s always summer when you have home made jams or marmalades in the
freezer or fridge! So start making jam, lemonade, pickles and more. The result is
more satisfying, healthier, tastier and more beautiful than the products you will
find in the shops. It’s also very simple.
In Summer in a Jar you will find close to 100 recipes which can be made in many
different variations. In addition, there are lots of beautiful pictures, facts and tips. A
book that really inspires you to preserve the riches of nature.

Contents
Introduction
About making jams, lemonades and
pickles
Blackberries
Blueberries
Vegetables
Raspberries
Sea buckthorns
Strawberries
Gooseberries
Plums
Pears
Rhubarb
Currants
Apples
Index

Sommar på burk
Sylta, safta, lägg in, fermentera
216x272, 128 pp
Ordalaget, 2021

the best ice cream

About the author
Åsa Swanberg has previously published award winning
cookery titles such as Tastes from Saltå Kvarn.

“One night we sat fantasising about whom we would most like to work with. We talked
about what makes life meaningful and what makes us happy. It may sound like a cliché, but
to make other people happy topped the list. But how do you go about making someone else
happy? By serving gelato of course!”

S

ince 2014 Hanna and Angelo run Gelato Scarfò in Ålsten, Stockholm, where
they on daily basis produce gelato from the finest ingredients in Sweden and
Italy. Dairy and berries from Sweden and lemon, nuts, chocolate and liquorice from Italy. The result is something very special. In this book they share more
than 30 of their best recipes for gelato and sorbet. Here we find everything from
strawberry sorbet, blueberry sorbet and fior di latte to cherry gelato and gianduja –
chocolate and hazelnut gelato. In addition, there are recipes for cold desserts, such
as tartufo and ice cream cake, along with tips on equipment, production and raw
produce.

About the authors
Hanna and Angelo Scarfò met when they were both living in Milan. After moving to Stockholm they opened
the Gelato Scarfò, one of Sweden’s best gelaterias. Their
personal favourites among the gelatos are nocciola and
cioccolato fondente.

Gelato
180x230, 144 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2020
Rights sold: DK

Rights sold: FIN

Contents
Foreword
Technique
Ingredients
Recipies :
gelato
fior di latte
sorbet
Index
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Contents
Where to pick mushrooms
How to pick mushrooms
Dangerous mushrooms
35 types of mushrooms
Recipes & techniques how to cook
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Wild Mushrooms

Herbs, Flowers, & Leaves

Niki Sjölund

Agnes & Mauritz Larsson Stormgaard

C
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an you eat puff-ball mushrooms? Is it possible to flavour ice cream with
yellow foot mushrooms? Which wild mushroom is almost impossible to
distinguish from cooked chicken? Where can you pick the most expensive
edible mushroom in Scandinavia? How do you make lobster soup without shellfish?
And, perhaps most importantly: How do you make a perfect mushroom toast?
In Wild Mushrooms, Niki Sjölund answers these questions and he inspires us to go
out into nature and open our eyes to the fantastic ingredients growing wild in our
forests, meadows and mountains.
There are over 10 000 types of mushrooms in Scandinavia, around 100 of which
are edible, as well as tasty. In Wild Mushrooms, Niki collects information about
50 favourites: where they can be found, their specific characteristics, flavour and
appearance, possible risk for mix-ups and how to clean, store, refine them. And how
to make the most out of your mushroom harvest by viewing them as individual
ingredients, which requiring different methods of preparations.

About the author
Niki Sjölund grew up in southern Lappland with the
woods as playing ground. A passionate interest for the
ingredients of nature combined with working as a chef
at Ekstedt and Gro in Stockholm, among other places,
has lead to his own company foraging wild plants and
mushrooms to a number of Swedish top restaurants.

Vildplockad svamp
160x220, 176 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021

herbs

erbs, Flowers, & Leaves can work wonders for your cooking! Agnes and
Mauritz Larsson Stormgaard have worked at some of the best restaurants
in Sweden. Seven years ago, they started growing vegetables full-time at
their farm in Grödinge outside of Stockholm. Growing your own vegetables gives
an understanding of how the vegetables function, and of the preparation and cooking required to bring out the best in each type of vegetable.
The book follows the growing seasons, from the planting of seeds to harvesting.
You get advice on how to keep your plants healthy and strong, and the different
stages of leaves, shoots, and flowers. The curious grower can get plenty of different
taste sensations from the same plant, by carefully follow its development – you can
harvest vegetables in many different stages; from itsy-bitsy to fully grown. A lot of
plants grown for their beauty can also be used in food, for example tagetes, anise
hyssop, and sunflower.
Agnes and Mauritz teach different methods like drying and pickling, and you get
valuable knowledge on how to enjoy your plants all year around.

About the authors
Agnes & Mauritz Larsson Stormgaard have worked
at restaurants such as Mathias Dahlgren, Oaxen, and
Mistral. With their interest in food, they applied for the
gardener program at Skillebyholm to learn how to grow
vegetables. Mauritz has previously published the book
Outdoor kitchen (2020).

Örter, blommor & blad
180x240, 192 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021
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Growing herbs
Recipes
Growing flowers
Recipes
Growing leaves
Recipes
Index

chinese food
Chinese Food Everyday
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beer
The Book About Beer and
Other Tasty Stuff
Simon Karlsson, Nils Hultkrantz & Markus Junkala
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Kinamat varje dag
180x250, 196 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2020

n China there isn’t only one kitchen, there are hundreds. From the cumin
fragrant Muslim food in the north to the Chinese-Thai-fusion in Yunnan in the
south. Then there is all the Chinese food that arose outside of China’s borders.
Like the hip, a little odd Taiwanese street food, or the American version you find in
all Chinatowns of New York. The Chinese food culture is simply the most widely
spread in the world – and in Chinese Food Everyday food columnist Jonas Cramby
has created a mix of all his international Chinese favourites.
The book is also a manual for you who, like Jonas, dream about being able to eat
Chinese food at all life’s occasions, preferably everyday. In about 70 recipes, you
learn how to cook fast, easy, everyday life-dishes like mapo tofu, sesame chicken or
chow mein-noodles, but also a little more time-demanding weekend favourites.
Contents: Foreword | In the larder | Everyday | Weekend | Index

“The probability of a master brewer living in your body is high. We had no idea that could
be the case, yet here we are. We realize that since we started crafting beer in 2013, we actually
haven´t done anything else. In the beginning we were a bit clueless and ignorant, and the
naïve bliss of crafting a really tasty beer is just as strong now as when our brewery was only
known to our friends in Gothenburg.
We wanted to create a book on how you craft your own beer with character. Classic beer
that is also daring, interesting, or provocative. Just like we do. Since our history began with
us running (or playing) restaurants, we also want to offer our best dishes, and food and beer
combinations. How about a confit de canard sandwich paired with a bière de garde, or a
chocolate cake glazed with imperial stout? Chinese fermented pickles with sour beer, or a
cocktail shaken with lager beer, oloroso sherry and white grape fruit? There is always time for
beer, as we say.
Here it is, then, Stigberget’s book about beer and other tasty stuff.”
Simon, Nils & Markus

Vegetarian Chinese Food
Everyday
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Vegetarisk kinamat varje dag
180x250, 196 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2020
Rights sold: GER

f you have the ambition to eat Chinese food every day, you should eat vegetarian food at least a few times a week. Here is a separate, completely vegetarian
edition where some of the seventy recipes from Chinese Food Everyday have been
adjusted to be tasty without meat, while other recipes are completely new.
Not many kitchens are better suited for vegetarian food than the Chinese kitchen.
For example, the first to invent creative kinds of meat substitutes, like seitan and
tofu, were vegetarian Buddhist monks. And China’s different kinds of fermented
bean paste tastes lovely: everything they touch transforms into something tasty. You
could call them the natural MSG – they provide salt, highlight all other flavours
and gives the whole dish a deeply satisfying taste of umami that could fool every
meat lover there is.
Contents: Foreword | In the larder | Everyday | Weekend | Index

About the authors
Simon Karlsson gave up the dream of becoming a jazz trumpet player when he started
crafting beer in the dorm kitchen of the
community college. He is head of production
at Stigberget’s Brewery.
Markus Junkala is the chef, baker and sommelier who, in his twenties found a love for beer
in a Trappist monastery in Belgium.
Nils Hultkrantz is a fearless grifter hesitantly calling himself an entrepreneur. He
owns and runs Stigberget’s Brewery together with Richard Simonson and Anneli
Ödén.

Boken om öl
185x240, 165 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021
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restore , preserve

&

Building Preservation
Erika Åberg

F

or many of us, an old house or an apartment with a historical ambience is a
dream. Imagine a comfortable family life in a delightful home with modern
features, sound materials and beautiful details. But day-to-day life in an older
building also means that there is always something demanding repair, replacement
or embellishment. For the past decade, Erika Åberg and her husband have restored
their house from scratch, inside and out, while also raising two children. How does
one find time, money and energy?
In ten chapters she shares ten fundamental ways to consider building preservation
and restoration. The book shows you how you can restore a house in a sustainable
manner – for the home itself, for the environment, and for you and your family.

Contents
Introduction
Get to know yourself and your
house
How to preserve different styles
Long term planning
Choose sustainable materials
Give time and save money
Recycle
Do not renovate
Ask for help
The art of finishing
Celebrate victories
Sources
Authors thanks

Byggnadsvård
180x250, 240 pp
Norstedts, 2021

In its first month since publication, Building Preservation has sold more than 5 000
copies in Sweden.

About the author
Erika Åberg is a building antiquarian and a well-known
face from television, magazines and social media where
she shares her biggest passions: building preservation
and a sustainable lifestyle

save your dream house

the oldest plants

houses of the future

Contents
Foreword
What is a nature house?
How to build a nature house
Heating, cold and ventilation
The closed cycle
Prolong the growing season
Maintainance and development
Nature houses in the world
Aim for the future
Afterword
References

Naturhus
175x235, 176 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021

Nature House

Ferns

Build, Live and Grow for a Sustainable future
Marie Granmar

Anton Sundin & Elisabeth Svalin Gunnarsson

A
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nature house is an eco-cycle building where the core living house is surrounded by a green house. Nutrients from the wastewater are given back to
the greenhouse garden plants. In northern climates the planting seasons is
prolong- ed, and the period for heating during the colder seasons is shortened.
The concept was developed in the 1970s by the architect Bengt Warne. During
the 2000s several new nature houses have been built and the demand is growing.
Climate change and pandemics are just a few of the reasons behind an increase in
the interest for self-sustainable living – self-sustainable in food production, electricity, heating, water, and sewage. A nature house combines many of these. This book
follows a few nature house builders down the path that Bengt Warne paved and tells
their experiences of living in nature houses. The book also provides insight in the
possibilities and challenges, building material and techniques.
Nature houses also contributes to the sewer debate: Should archaic laws and practices get in the way of new sewage solutions? Should the nutrients from wastewater
receive the same status as the electricity from your own solar power cells.

About the author
Marie Granmar is a science journalist and author
with a background in engineering. Since the middle of
the 1990s she has reported in newspapers, radio and
television on the technological development from the
perspective of society. She lives in Ingarö Nature House
with Charles Scilotto and three children.

n the shade of big ferns the dinosaurs rested millions of years ago. The dinosaurs are extinct, but the fern lives on.
We enjoy them in the forest, the garden and as potted plants. The beautiful
shapes of ferns and their varied colour splendour have always inspired interior design. We meet it in our everyday life as pattern on textile, porcelain, and furniture.
Read about the history of the fern and their sprawl, botany and species, ethnobotany and folk religion, the fern craze, fern insanity, and the fern in art and design.
The book also contains tips for growing ferns indoors and outdoors.
The Garden Society award for the Garden book of the Year 2020 was won by Ferns.
The motivation: “Ferns by Anton Sundin introduces a neglected plant group with
fanfare. It’s a beautiful book from cover to index, it informs as well as inspires. With
generous chapters about biology, planting, and cultural history it paints a portrait
of the fern generally, more than give us detailed species descriptions. It is therefore
not the ultimate book about ferns, but it may very well wake the 19th century fern
mania. Put it on your coffee table and infect more people.”

About the authors
Anton Sundin is a gardener and author. He
holds workshops and courses about gardening.
Anton is one of the authors behind The garden
book about SOIL.
Elisabeth Svalin Gunnarsson is an author,
photographer and cultural scientist with a
special interest in gardens.

Ormbunkar
185x280, 224 pp
Langenskiöld, 2020

Contents
Introduction
History of the fern and their sprawl
Botany and morphology
Species
The fern in the human world
The Fern Craze – fern insanity
The fern in art and design
Growing ferns in the garden
Gardens to visit
Index
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ardening Without Digging is the first Swedish guide to the No Dig-method,
an easy and climate-smart method gaining in popularity and slowly but
surely revolutionizing the gardening world. This book teaches you every
thing about starting and caring for a kitchen garden without a single dig, and
without watering and weeding. Learn about cover materials, intense growing, and
soil health. Try this method – and save both the environment and your back!

L

inda Schilén, gardening expert on Swedish tv channel TV4, has collected
clever gardening hacks making plant care easier, both indoors and outdoors.
Hacks are smart alternatives, tips that are easy and inexpensive.
Gardening hacks are also often climate friendly; you use what you have at home.
A nylon sock is perfect for holding plants up, stretchy and nearly invisible. A drop
of dish washing liquid in the watering can and you get rid of the surface tension. A
piece of charcoal in the vase of the flower bouquet makes them keep longer!

Contents: Introduction | Pruning | Blooming bulbs | Animals in the garden | Seed sowing
Vegetables | Pot plants | Nutrition and soil improvement | Weed clearance | Planting
Tools | Flowers | Cuttings | Caring of the plants | Harvesting and preserving | Watering

Straight From the Earth

The Art of Creating a
Garden Space

Skapa rum i din trädgård!
En trädgård är en plats för drömmar. Här vill man ha en plats
för njutning och vila, lek och bus. Kanske en köksträdgård?
Och gärna ett kreativt rum, ett växthus, en entré som gör en
glad när man kommer hem – hur ska man lyckas med allt detta?
Jo, genom att skapa olika rum i trädgården.
Alla trädgårdar, oavsett storlek, har alla möjligheter. Lär dig att
tänka som Linda Schilén, trädgårdsmästaren som inte använder
måttband och linjal, utan hjälper dig att skapa trädgård med
färg, form och lust.
Väck din kreativa kraft till liv och skapa dina egna drömmars
trädgård. Ta hjälp av Linda Schiléns inspirerande idéer och
glädjefyllda sätt att förmedla sin trädgårdskunskap på.

Linda Schilén

I denna bok får du:
• Konkreta tips och inspiration till hur du bygger upp rum
utifrån din egen trädgårds förutsättningar

A

• Växtlistor – bästa valen för trädgårdens olika rum
• Växtporträtt – älskade växtfavoriter

garden is more than a place for cultivation. It’s time to create a space in
which you truly feel at home! In The Art of Creating a Garden Space we
learn how to create and look after our green outdoor space. A garden can
also have an entrance, a hall, a lounge and kitchen! Linda Schilén helps us to create
one space after another and to put our own unique character into the garden.
The “entrance” is where you first step into the garden. Here there needs to be a
feeling of welcome and it should be tidy. Put down paving stones or a gravel path
leading to the “hall”! The “lounge” is the social space. Here you can set out garden
furniture across an open lawn area. In the “kitchen” you cultivate only edible plants,
on trellises and kitchen herbs.
Linda provides us with concrete tips and inspiration to build each room within
the limitations of our own garden.

Contents: Foreword | Self-sustainability in our time | Organic & conventional gardening
Crop rotation | The garden | The cultivation bed | Sowing & planting | Maintanance
Manure & compost | Trouble shooting | Vegetables | The green house | The herb garden
The balcony | The fruit garden | The pantry of nature | Conserve & preserve | Nutrition
Geology | The cycle | Conversion | Index | References and thanks

Contents: Introduction | The garden space | The entrance: the first impression | The hall:
the waiting room | The living room: the biggest room | in the garden | The compost: the
garden’s washing room | The kitchen: the most used room | The recreation room: for rest,
peace and quiet | The hobby room: thoughts of creativity | The wardrobe: become your
own flower farmer | Index of plants

• Trädgårdens historia

Linda Schilén är trädgårdsmästare, konstnär och föreläsare. Hon framträder
som kunnig och inspirerande trädgårdsprofil i radio, teve och på mässor.

ISBN 978-91-7469-302-7

25'$/$*(7
%2.)g5/$*

9 789174 693027

ORDALAGET
BOKFÖRLAG

traight From the Earth gives you basic knowledge and practical advice to
successfully grow vegetable for your needs. You will find everything you need
to know, from creating good soil to how to sow, care for, harvest, preserve,
and store the crops. There is also a chapter on the free food growing in forests and
fields, as well as a calendar.
Straight From the Earth has already become a modern classic. It has been printed
in many editions and now is the time for an updated version. Bella and Lena have
added a chapter on biochar in this edition. An invention working miracles for the
garden – and for the climate. Biochar makes the soil airier and better at retaining
water. It also works as a carbon sink, binding carbon in the ground thus reducing
the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

132 smarta knep för växter och trädgård
145x195, 144 pp
Ordalaget, 2021

Konsten att skapa

TRÄDGÅRDENS

RUM

Linda Schilén
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Linda Schilén

Contents: Foreword | Gardening without digging — how it works | Getting started | Tools
Using the No Dig-method | Maximise harvests | Cover material & compost | Nourishment
Life in the soil — the co-workers of the grower | Geology | Vegetable favourites | Pollination
& flowers | Troubles in the garden | Common queries | Index | Sources

Handbook in Self-sustainability
Bella Linde & Lena Granefelt

Rätt ur jorden
173x218, 263 pp
Ordfront, 2021

132 Smart Ideas for Plants
and Garden

Examples:
Plant the seeds directly in the ground when the tulips are blooming - the soil is
warm enough when tulips are in full bloom.
Milk makes leaves shine – when milk dries it gets shiny.

Odla utan spade
165x210, 218 pp
Ordfront, 2021

Bella Linde • Lena Granefelt
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A Guide to the No Dig-Method
Bella Linde & Lena Granefelt

garden hacks
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Gardening Without Digging

RÄTT UR JORDEN HANDBOK I SJÄLVHUSHÅLLNING
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the no dig - method

Linda Schilén
ORDALAGET
BOKFÖRLAG

Konsten att skapa trädgårdens rum
220x280, 160 pp
Ordalaget, 2020

becoming a beekeeper

Den blomstrande

KÖKSTRÄDGÅRDEN
• POTAGER PÅ SVENSKA •
Anette Nilsson

Foto: Monika Norrby

Den blomstrande köksträdgården
190x245, 160 pp
Roos & Tegnér, 2021

the life of hens

The Blooming Kitchen
Garden

Gardening Calendar for
Several Years

Anette Nilsson

Stella Westerlund & Ingrid af Sandeberg

M

ake your kitchen garden into the gardens most beautiful place.
The time when the kitchen garden was hidden at the backside of the
house has passed. The interest in gardening is at an all-time high across
the Nordic countries and a desire to combine vegetables with flowers providing
colour all year round, is sprouting. Intercropping has other upsides as well: the soil
that vegetables like the most are also the best soil for summer flowers. Give the
cabbage the company of Mexican aster, the lettuce the company of tagetes, and the
beans the company of sweet peas. Cover your potato patch with blooming nastur
tium after the harvest or line the paths with banks of petunias.
The art of intercropping has long been mastered in France, hence the name
potager.

T

he garden and balcony are important spaces to many people.
Gardening Calendar for Several Years is one of a kind: a beautiful and inspiring book for gardening enthusiasts. It is a book for both beginners and the
more experienced, for balconies in the city or the big countryside garden.
Gardening Calendar for Several Years is a practical helper where you can document
your experiences. It is also a source of inspiration for the whole year. For three years
you can write down what you are doing in your garden and then make use of those
experiences.
Every month there are tips for what you can do in the garden, greenhouse, or
with pots indoors, as well as delicious recipes using ingredients available in the
garden or nature. Every page of the book is like a work of art with lovely colorful
drawings by Ingrid af Sandeberg.

TRÄDGÅRDS
KALENDER
för flera år
med
månadstips
och recept

Ingrid af Sandeberg
Stella Westerlund Annika Åberg

NY

Trädgårdskalender för flera år
172x210, 160 pp
Ordalaget, 2021

Contents: Our blooming pantry | Growing flowers and vegetables together | Our potages
The good soil | Sowing and planting | New year, new colours | Crop rotation | Pallet collar
potages | Seeds | Gardens to visit | More inspiration | Thanks | Index

Elin’s Bees

The Hen

Elin Iderström

The Most Common Bird in the World
Per Jensen

Dare to become a beekeeper!

T
Elins bin
170x240, 160 pp
Roos & Tegnér, 2021

his is Elin Iderströms highly personal introduction to beekeeping. With
great enthusiasm she describes how to get going and the journey to selling
the first pot of honey.
She lays the groundwork with basic questions about hives and care, questions she
frantically googled when she suddenly found herself in her garden with sixteen
beehives – and got ten different answers. She will show you how to sling honey and
take care of wax. Elin generously shares her success and failures on the adventure
the bees took her on – and the meaningful in caring for a tiny, tiny creature, so
important to us and the world.
Contents: Foreword | The bees and me | Come along to the beehive! | What is needed to become a beekeeper? | Filling the garden with bees | Good days | And bad days | The bee year
The beekeepers best tips | Glossary

T

here are three times as many hens as there are humans on earth. The hen
is the most common bird in the world. Despite that, and despite all the
people eating their eggs and chicks, few has gotten to know the fantastic
creatures behind the food. Their world is richer than ours, with colours, sounds and
scents we cannot comprehend. Their language is one of the most comprehensive
and varied in the world of birds, with a range of different calls for different situations.
Originating from the junglefowl of Southeast Asia, hens are one of few birds
living in stable, cooperative, social groups. And they are much smarter than rumour
has it. At the same time, they are treated as factory goods in the gigantic egg- and
chicken factories around the world.
In The Hen Per Jensen provides a vivid and loving depiction of the little-known
inner life of hens.
Contents: Most common in the world | How it all started – and where it went | What is a
hen? | The world of the hen | The society of the hen | One day in a hen’s life | Hens and sex
From egg to chicken | Who to trust? | Delirious or smart hens? | Mother love | All hens are
not the same |The hen in our hearts | Afterword | Sources and references

Världens vanligaste fågel
170x220, 192 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2021
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stripes , dices , circles
VIVIAN HØXBRO

The Domino Knitting Technique
Vivian Høxbro

Skoler og designs
med striber, tern,
tre-firkanter,
vinkler, trapper,
siksak, muslinger
og cirkler

Contents

Her mod nord tilbringer vi halvdelen af året uden blade på træerne, med
røde næser og med solen som en sjælden gæst. Pludselig en dag bliver

verden lysegrøn, vintergækker titter frem i hækken, og krokus farver plænen lilla.

K

Så er det tid til at pynte op – til påske, ja, men også til foråret.

st r i k k e t pås k e py n t er fyldt med uldne forårsbebudere, der hylder

nitted Easter Decorations is filled with woollen signs of spring, praising
the season when everything starts anew. The book offers familiar Easter
classics like eggs and bunnies, as well as flowers, feathers and birds decorative to the eye even after the last Easter egg has been devoured.
It’s time to let the knitting needles dance in the bright sun of spring. Let woollen
signs of spring decorate the corners, windows and frames of your home to celebrate
the return of the light and that the world once again smells of green grass.
Knitted Easter Decorations contains both familiar Easter classics like eggs and
bunnies but also new traditions so that you can arrange the right Easter ambiance
with home-made, knitted flowers and feathers and some soft, cuddly friends for the
children.
årstiden, hvor det hele begynder på ny. Her er velkendte påskeklassikere som

æg og harer, men også blomster, fjer og fugle, som fint kan pynte, længe efter
det sidste påskeæg er blevet spist.

strikket

på s k e p y n t
thea rytter

FOTO: NELLIE MØBERG

thea rytter

Maries ideer og

hun spreder ska

fantasifulde des

Strikket påskepynt_CVR.indd 1

Strikket påskepynt
225x225, 90pp
Turbine forlaget, 2021

Contents: Foreword | Get started | Knitting needles | Choosing yarn and tension | Filling
The complete work | Beads and embroidery | Special abbreviations and techniques
Abbreviations | Techniques | Easter egg | Small Easter egg | Large Easter egg | Pocket
friend | Bunnies | Mini Hen | Egg à la Fabergé | Snowdrops | Feathers | Macramé feathers
Left-over bird | Dreamcatcher | Thank you

About the author
Vivian Høxbro has worked as a knitwear designer for
more than 35 years, both for yarn companies and as
a freelancer. She is the author of 12 knitting books,
published in Norwegian, English, Japanese, and Danish.
She gives lectures on knitting in Scandinavia as well as
in the US and Japan and continues to work within the
field of design.

Knitted Christmas
Decorations

fyld julekassen med
strikket julepynt

Thea Rytter

I

Julekassen er noget helt særligt. Den bliver pakket op og ned, år efter år,
og vi glæder os til at finde den frem, når november bliver til december.

Selvom indholdet er gemt væk de fleste af årets dage, bliver det særlig

værdsat, når det først er fremme og sat op. Det får lov at stråle i juletiden,

hvor det bliver beundret og nydt. Især den hjemmelavede julepynt får lov
at blive i kassen år efter år – og måske endda gå i arv.

n Knitted Christmas Decorations you will find pretty things for your Christmas
tree, windows, and little hooks. In other words, knitted Christmas decorations, bringing warmth and cosiness to the cold months. The patterns and
colours in the book are inspired by the Nordic nature and its hygge tradition in
beautifully toned down colours that suit Scandinavian homes.
In this book, you will find projects for both the beginner and the more experienced knitter. The special techniques and meshes are explained. All patterns offer
excellent details and you have the opportunity to make your own mark on the
decorations with fine embroideries and beads.
There are stars and heart patterns for decorating the Christmas tree and the
possibility to knit a forest floor with mushrooms and acorns to adorn wreaths and
decorations. Everything is knitted with Krea Deluxe’s organic yarn.
strikket julepynt er fyldt med fine ornamenter til både træet, vinduet
og de små kroge. Kort sagt strikket julepynt, der er med til at bringe varme
og hygge i de kolde måneder.

Contents: Preface | Get started | Special techniques and shortenings | Chubby Christmas
stars | Soft hearts | Trumpet | Christmas baubles | Banner | Mini socks | Pinecone | Acorn
Mushroom | Leaf | Forest floor wreath | Mini keys | Thank you
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Finurlig strik
225x280, 200 pp
Turbine forlaget, 2021

danse i fo r å r sso len

strikket julepynt

Foreword
Material
Schools & designs
Stripes
Terns
Triangles & squares
Angles
Stairs
Zigzags
Mussels
Circles
Techniques & edges
Basic techniques
Edges
Knitting help
Abbreviations

Thea Rytter
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thea rytter

K

nit simple shapes together in exciting patterns for clothes and accessories
and learn new techniques along the way!
Have you been struck by the domino knitting technique? If so, this is the
book for you! Simple shapes like triangles, squares and stair steps, repeated and knit
together in new combinations make knitting both entertaining and motivating.
In this book, Vivian Høxbro presents eight new techniques based on individual
shapes: stripes, dices, triangles, squares, angles, stair steps, zigzags, circles and arcs.
In her playful approach to knitting, she builds the separate pieces together just like
Lego. This book contains 16 models for blouses and vests, scarves and shawls, jackets and pillows. All instructions are illustrated with step-by-step photos, so you can
continue to play and compose clothing and accessories for your home.

Knitted Easter Decorations
strikket påskepynt

FINURLIG
STRIK

Witty Knitting

stairs , angles , zigzags

Strikket julepynt
225x225, 100p
Turbine forlaget, 2020
Rights sold: FR
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Lempivillasukkia

& even more socks

Knitted Socks

Knitted Socks and Mittens

A Love Story
Niina Laitinen

Niina Laitinen

N

T

NIINA LAITINEN

NIINA

Moreeni

Lempivillasukkia
210x255, 176 pp
Moreeni, 2021

his is an enchanting collection of unique designs, 18 pairs of socks and 6
pairs of mittens. Each design is a treat: you can savour intarsia and lace,
structured stitches and cables and braids. Whatever the technique, with
detailed instructions you can just sit back and get in the flow.
This book is divided into three sections, each with their own theme. In section 1,
there is love in the air. Section 2 takes us to the magic kingdom of animals, the realm
of proud peacocks, whispering water nymphs and beautiful butterflies. Section 3 is
a trip around the world, from deep forests to bustling cities, deserts and finally to
Fairyland.

Contents: Foreword | Abbreviations and tips | Yarns and alternatives | The story of us
6 + 2 patterns (socks and mittens) | The kingdom of animals | 6 + 2 patterns | Round the
world | 6 + 2 patterns

A Year of Woollen Socks

Socks for Every Season

Niina Laitinen

Niina Laitinen

Satumaiset silmukat
210x255, 160 pp
Moreeni, 2018
Rights sold: EST, NO

KÄSIN TEHDYT

Villasukat ovat arjen luksusta. Niihin
voi neuloa muistoja ja tunnelmia, ne
välittävät läheisyyttä, ja ne sopivat
käyttöön ympäri vuoden.
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Villasukkien uusi vuosi
210x255, 176 pp
Moreeni, 2020
Rights sold: EST, GER

K

nitted socks are always in season!
Niina Laitinen, the most popular designer of knitted socks in Finland, gets
back to her roots to find inspiration from the small wonders of Finnish
nature. There are patterns for every season. When spring washes away the ice, you
enjoy the lushness, sunshine and the festival of cherry blossoms. You waltz through
the nightless summer nights with your sisters. In the autumn, you wander in the
forest watching the leaves fall – and all of a sudden, two paths may cross. During
the winter, you admire the snow queen, listen to the silent Christmas night and
dream of what the new year may bring.
As always, Laitinen’s patterns are easy to follow and smooth to knit. For experienced knitters, there are nice challenges.
Contents: Foreword | Abbreviations and tips | Yarns used in this book and substitutes |
SPRING | Moments in the sun | Hanami | Enchanting | May | Travellin’ shoes | SUMMER
| Dear sister | Careless love | Hair of gold | Paradise | Wedding waltz | AUTUMN | Forest
flow | Two paths crossing | Adventure | Soulmates III | First snow | WINTER | Sea ice
Sweet memories | Christmas Eve | Winter sleep | Snow queen

vartisia pitsi-, palmikko- ja kirjo-

S

neulesukkia.

Lapinlahtelainen Niina Laitinen on
ponnistanut somesta neulemaailman

ocks for Every Season was inspired by the seasonal turn of the year and the
changing colour of the world. Among the 20 patterns there are both shortand long-legged lace, braided and multi-coloured knitted socks. The colours
and materials are chosen according to the season. There are instructions for thin,
medium thick and even thick yarns, and all yarns recommended have several alternatives. The written instructions are easy to follow, and each is accompanied by a
clear pattern.

huipulle. Villasukkien vuosi on
hänen ensimmäinen kirjansa.

ISBN 978-951-1-31508-7
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kirjoneuleita
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Contents: Foreword | Abbreviations and tips | Yarns used in this book and substituting
them

Satumaiset
silmukat

Moreeni
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Moreeni

Rights sold: EST

ina Laitinen’s fourth book was inspired by a timeless theme. The common
thread running through the book is love – for your partner, your family,
your friends, nature and life. There’s something for every taste, intarsia,
lace and cable, and as always, Nina’s patterns are smooth to knit and instructions
easy to follow. The 12 patterns each come with two variations, including different
sizes and some alternations in style.
The book takes you through a love story, from the thrill of first sight to the steady
joy of companionship. Tequila and dating, falling in love, butterflies in stomach.
Precious moments, birds singing in the summer night, lovers holding hands and
whispering promises. The sweet certainty of having found your soulmate and
venturing out into the wilderness together. In the end, two people are waltzing
together, sharing happiness and trust in their future.

Satumaiset silmukat

LAITINEN

N I I N A

L A I T I N E N

65.43

9 789511 315087

Contents: Foreword | Abbreviations and tips | Yarns | Spring | Summer | Autumn | Winter
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210x255, 176 pp
Moreeni, 2017
Rights sold: EST, GER
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macramé
SUSANNA UUSITALO

KODIN
helpot makrameet
SUSANNA UUSITALO

Decorate With Macramé

Hammer & Nail

Easy Macramé Projects for Your Home
Susanna Uusitalo

Erik Eje Almqvist

KODIN helpot makrameet

T
moreeni

Contents
Plant hanger with wooden details
Plant hanger with metal rings
Frame-knotted plant hanger
Multi-pot plant hanger
Three small wall textiles
Wall textile with separate parts
Wall textile with various threads
Wall shelf
Deck chair
Net bags for mom and child
Curtain holdback
Wall pocket
Lamp shade
Small rug
Pillowcase
Footstool cover
Dreamcatcher
Table runner
Bottle cover
Round frame

Kodin helpot makrameet
210x255, 144 pages
Moreeni, 2021

making furniture

his is Susanna Uusitalo’s tenth craft book. Her design philosophy is twofold: patterns should be so easy that you can quickly learn a new technique
and so stylish that you will be inspired to create your own variations.
For this book, Susanna designed, knotted and photographed a selection of 20
patterns, each with clear instructions. You can adapt the patterns for your needs and
use your favourite colours. Take a quick start with smaller projects: a bottle cover, a
round frame, a curtain holdback or a dreamcatcher. Once you’ve learned the basic
knots, try them on a larger scale! If you are a plant lover, make a classic macramé
plant hanger. A wall textile can be tiny or as big as your walls allow. A table runner,
a pillowcase or a footstool cover goes with any style, not just boho chic. A unique
lamp shade, a small rug or a deck chair will be an eye-catching detail to spice up
your decor.
You only need a couple of knots to create pretty details for your home.

About the author
Susanna Uusitalo is a freelance journalist and writer
specialized in lifestyle, interior decoration and crafts.
In her earlier books, she has covered a wide range of
subjects from the Finnish sauna to basket weaving. She
is also a photographer. Check out Susanna’s blog:
koivuladesign.blogspot.com

“A few years ago, I found a simple spiral book with black and white instructions for building
furniture with nailed standard wood. The book was written in Italian by the today 92-yearold designer Enzo Mari. A beardy, radical designer who smokes expensive cigarettes and
proclaims the death of western civilization, the instructions are small manifests in themselves.
By sharing his ideas he wanted to encourage the consumers to be more critical towards the
industry of furniture. Everyone who sent an envelope with postage to his studio in Milano
got a book for free.
This winter I had reason to return to Enzo Mari. I was on my way building a house for my
growing family and realized that we when everything was finished, couldn’t’t afford to buy
furniture. From Enzo Mari’s principles, I started to draw my own patterns, adjusted by the
standard size of Swedish wood, and I built furniture out of planed pine.”
							Erik Eje Almqvist

T

his book is a tribute to the ideas of Enzo Mari and contains patterns for
easy, beautiful furniture everyone can build with just hammer, nail and
standard boards. You’ll also learn techniques in how to not make the
boards crack while you nail, how to do clean cuts with the saw, where you can find
wood, how different kinds of wood functions and how you treat them the best.

About the author
Erik Eje Almqvist is a freelance journalist. In 2008 he
co-founded the Filter Magazine, where he has worked
for several years, as editor in chief among other things.
He has also studied a course in cabinet making at the
Technical School of Copenhagen. He has previously
published Copenhagen for Foodies at Natur & Kultur.

Hammare & spik
190x260, 144 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2020
Rights sold: WE, GER
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designfulness
SÅ REVOLUTI ONERAR HJÄRNFORSKNINGEN
HUR VI BOR, ARBETAR OCH LEVER

Designfulness

Smile – A Field Guide

How Brain Research is Revolutionising
the Way We Live and Work
Isabelle Sjöberg

Göran Everdahl & Per Naroskin
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Designfulness
170x210, 200 pp
Langenskiölds, 2020

smiles

hat can neuroscience teach us about design and architecture? How
do we model homes, offices, schools, and cities in tangent with our
basic biological behaviour, emotions, and needs? The human brain
has not changed substantially during the past tens of thousands of years. But the
environment that most people live in today is radically different from the savannah
where our brains once developed. In Designfulness Isabelle Sjöberg summarizes the
latest research and inspires anyone who wants to create environments and homes
that sustainably promote a healthier lifestyle. You also get concrete advice on how to
achieve designfulness at the workplace, at home, in healthcare, at school and in the
city.
Did you know that…
• You get less stressed and more creative if you surround yourself with
green plants?
• A person who grew up with books easier solves cognitive problems?
• We can decrease waiting time by designing health centres and hospitals
in the right way?
• Sounds, scents and the width of sidewalks influence our wellbeing and
could prolong life?

About the author
Isabelle Sjövall is one of the world’s leading experts in how
our brain reacts to different environments, and how these
environments affect us mentally and physically. She has degrees
from Accademia Italiana in Florence and the Stockholm
School of Economics. She is one of the authors behind the
book Neurodesign: interior design for health, performance, and
well-being. Isabelle is a member of several boards. She works
with design, architecture, and in real estate, with the purpose
of increasing health and promote sustainability and the quality
of life. She will soon have a Master of Science in Psychology & Neuroscience of
Mental Health at King’s College in London.

O

ur smiles are an unmatched social lubricant. At the right time it can save
an uncomfortable social situation, but a nasty grin can also be used as a
well-aimed attack. Our smiles are nothing but an emotional commodity!
Here is the indispensable field guide that introduces us to the plethora of ambiguous
smiles and more importantly, how to recognise the real and the fake varities.
Göran Everdahl and Per Naroskin poses questions such as: Which of the face’s 53
different muscles are needed to produce a smile? Why does nobody like a sycophant?
Why are so many of us afraid of clowns? Why is it so difficult to smile on command?
What is the point of dimples and how come a blissful smile is so scary?
Scientific facts are interspersed with cultural history and eye-openers which make
it impossible not to smile. Join this exhilarating journey from old Etruscan statues to
the devoutly smiling robots of the future.

About the author
Göran Everdahl is a journalist, author and film critic with
a significant background in Swedish Public Service. He has
published several works of non-fiction, including The Book of
Lagom which was translated into nine languages.
Per Naroskin is a psychologist, psychotherapist and wellknown Swedish radio personality. He has previously published
books on popular science, as well as a novel.
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The Kingdom of Contagion

KETOlicious

On Syphilis in Art, Culture and Body
Agneta Rahikainen

The Way to Weight Loss, Health and Mental Sharpness
Hanna Gillving
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he history of syphilis is full of myths, romanticism, and euphemisms.
The disease is sexually transmitted and could lead to lifelong physical and
psychological suffering, it is, however, more than just a disease; burdened
with shame, guilt, sensationalism, and grotesquerie the disease has been difficult to
discuss in neutral terms. The history has a clear beginning with Columbus’ travels
to the New World, ending with the breakthrough of penicillin. Still, the disease did
not die, it has found new life in popular culture of the 21st century.
In The Kingdom of Contagion Agneta Rahikainen begins with the history of her
own family and then plunges down into the cultural historical, medicinal, ethical,
sexual political, and artistic ways of processing the disease. This raises questions
about morality, eugenics, purity, social problems, prostitution, and the role of
women as wives and mothers. It is not surprising that Franz Schubert, Charles
Baudelaire and Karin Blixen occurs in the book, Victoria Benedictsson and Richard
Wagner also find their place in the book.
If there is anything Rahikainen manages to show in her exposé, it is that syphilis
is more present in the past than commonly believed, although the inability – or
unwillingness – to put the evil into words is a common theme of most stories.

About the author
Agneta Rahikainen has a doctorate in literary studies
and is the author of several literary biographies – about
Johan Ludvig and Fredrika Runeberg, about Henry
Parland, and the latest about Edith Södergran. She has
been awarded several literary awards for her works, in
Sweden as well as in Finland. She is working as head
of marketing at the Society of Swedish Literature in
Finland.

he ketogenic diet is an anti-inflammatory diet that has been used since
the 1920s as an effective treatment method for children suffering from
epilepsy, and which has made it possible to cure many of today’s chronic
diseases and health conditions, such as type-2 diabetes and cognitive brain diseases,
including dementia and other inflammatory conditions.
KETOlicious is a concrete and practical guide aimed at improving and even
revolutionising your health, from the inside out. In this book the ancient, ketogenic
low-carb diet is presented in combination with contemporary expertise and the latest research findings which emphasise the healing power of real food, and explains
why it is that insulin and blood sugar play a key role in your health and wellbeing.
The keto diet means back to basics, eating the food we as human beings are genetically adapted to eat. By eating a large amount of healthy fats, moderate amounts
of animal protein and a great deal of lowcarb vegetables you can help your body
and brain to start using ketogens as a primary source of fuel, instead of glucose – a
process which leads to cognitive advantages and helps you become an around-theclock fat-burning machine.

About the author
Hanna Gillving is a certified nutritionist, functional
medicine therapist and sports nutrition coach, educated
at the Paleo Institute and the Institute for Functional
Medicine in Stockholm. She is also a certified hale
center breathguide, and adopts a holistic, ancestral
approach to health based on evolutionary science. Her
mission is to raise the awareness of approved natural
methods for finding harmony in life, both through
writing and teaching.
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Foreword
What is wild swimming?
Become one with healing nature
Wild swimming and mindfulness
Swimming and psychology
Swimming and biology
Different types of bathing
Become a wild swimmer – step by
step
Tips for reading and sources
Wild swimmers

hat is the true appeal of freezing outdoors bathing? Could it be that it
offers the possibility to land inside oneself and find a moment to meet
oneself at a deeper level? To feel brave, free and strong? Regardless of
what, many of the voices in the book Wild Swimming describe both the physical
and mental gains of the practice. The stories share the joyful experience of bathing
off beaches or from cliffs, in little forest lakes and by the pier near city environments.
In Wild Swimming the winter bather and psychologist Helena Kubicek Boye outlines the mental strategies you can apply to overcome the cold temperatures, a few
thoughts regarding necessary equipment and how to quickly regain body heat after
the swim. And remember: a cold bath strengthens and lengthens life.

About the author
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Helena Kubicek Boye is a licensed psychologist,
CBT-therapist, mindfulness instructor, sleep expert and
writer of both factual texts and psychological thrillers.
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Dogs in History

Cats in History

How Man’s Best Friend Changed the World
Mats Carlbom

Erik Fichtelius

W

hen humans and dogs began collaborate over 15 000 years ago –
maybe even 36 000 years ago, according to the latest research this
benefited both.
Would the Netherlands exist if it were not for one attentive little pug? Would the
United Kingdom be catholic if not a certain greyhound had bitten a certain foot?
Well, perhaps. One cannot be absolutely certain. History is filled with coincidences.
Meet the dogs that changed the world. The book is about the dogs whose common
denominator is their influence on the world.
The reader meets the dogs who created explored space, saved war prisoners in the
jungles of Sumatra, and bit pope Clemens VII in the foot.

From the contents : Foreword: Gods, whitches, and their own masters | Oscar – the hospital cat with a peculiar trait | Tama – the railroad cat | Simon – the war hero | Humphrey
– cat in political turmoil | Hamish McHamish – the coolest cat in town | Choupette – the
cat on the catwalk | Stubbs – the cat without a tail who turned mayor, or did it? | Dewey
– the library cat| Socks Clinton – the most famous cat of the White House | References &
sources

From the contents
Forword
The dog and the human, first there
was howling
The general’s hound. The fox terrier
who contributed to the indepen
dence of the United States
Judy. The prisoner of war turned
hero
Nipper. The dog behind the trade
mark HMV
Old Drum. The very first best friend
of humans
Blondi. The German shepherd loved,
and sacrificed, by Hitler
Lajka. The street dog who explored

Historiska hundar
155x215, 188 pp
Langenskiölds, 2017

A

captivating book by the author and journalist Erik Fichtelius about the cat
as one of humanity’s benefactors through history.
The book tells the story of the cat that mapped Australia and the cat who
made a bird species extinct. You’ll also find the story about master hisser of YouTube, and the Japanese cat who saved a railway line, cat mayors, library cats, hospital
cats, fashion cats, and school cats.
The cat who turned a certain cat food trademark into a billion-dollar industry can
also be found, as well as the Swedish alley cat who saved Sweden from the mad cow
disease, and the unknown French space cat.

About the author
Mats Carlbom worked his whole life as a journalist.
Before he started writing books he worked for 25 years
at Dagens Nyheter, mostly as a correspondent and politics reporter. Between the years 1999–2002 he was the
news papers correspondent in Washington D. C. As an
author Mats Carlbom published the book Fan och hans
moster gör en pudel at Langenskiölds. Explanations for
over 1000 new and old Swedish expressions.
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Langenskiölds, 2018

Horses in History
Anders Frelin

H

orses in History is a tribute to horses that changed the world. There is
Wise Hans, who could count; Reckless who was a hero during the Korea
war; Darley Arabian who is the ancestor of nearly every fullblood; All in
who won both an Olympic silver and gold in the European championship; Black
Beauty, who, despite being a fictional horse, changed the life for many horses at the
end of the 19th century. And many other famous horses.
Each chapter of the book tells the story of one horse. The stories about the horses
are mixed with beautiful pictures.

Contents: Foreword | Wise Hans |Reckless | Darley Arabian | Incitatus | Snowman | Streiff
Little Sorrel | Traveller | H&M All In | Bukefalos | Black Beauty | Seabiscuit | List of references | Picture references | About the author | Thanks
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from south to north

Bike Touring

Expedition Sweden

Kornelia Thörn & Robin Lyne

Linda Åkerberg
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o you want to follow the road to see where it leads? Bike Touring gives you
an introduction to travelling by bicycle. Here is everything you need to
know when choosing shorter distances and for greater adventures. Step by
step you will learn how to choose bicycle and place to camp, as well as inspiration
and suggestions for tours in different parts of the world.
Challenge yourself and learn how to pack only exactly what you need and discover what a woollen sock can do for you in the desert of Sahara. Personal accounts
and photographs are mixed with hands on tips about navigation, first aid and
different terrain.
Travel through Europe. See Iceland, Italy and Balkan.
Cycle beneath hot air ballons in Cappadocia, disappear in a misty South East
Asia and climb the roof of the world: up the 4 000 meters high Pamir Plateau in
Tajikistan.
Be inspired to live close to nature, discover new cultures and meet friends for
life. Travel on paths, streets and highways – in sunshine, rain and storm. This is the
book for anyone who wants to discover the world.

About the authors
Kornelia Thörn and Robin Lyne have both cycled
to and in north Africa and Asia, they have also made
several tours through north and south of Europe. Since
2013 they have documented thousands of miles from
the sadle. Bike Touring is the book they themselves
would have needed when they began bike touring.

inda Åkerberg had been travelling the world in the pursuit of new adventures – until she found a perfect challenge in her home country Sweden.
In four months, she went on foot, in kayak and on a bike 4860 kilometres
through all 25 provinces of Sweden, from Smygehuk in Skåne, all the way
to Treriksröset in the northernmost Lappland.
In this book, we follow Linda on her trip through roadless wilderness, on snow
covered mountains and over waves on the open sea. We take part in the challenges
and highlights of the adventure, but we also get to know the person behind the
adventure. Where does the motivation and inspiration come from and what do you
do when nothing goes according to plan? How do you control your fears and how
do you carry on kilometre after kilometre, day after day, for months?
The book is also a story about Sweden. It takes us on a nature and cultural historic journey that provides insight in the nature of the country and how it as transformed over time.
This is a book for those wanting to be inspired in seeking their own adventures. It
contains a multitude of suggestions for Swedish destinations and practical advice to
get your own adventure off the ground. This is also a book for those wanting to be
spellbound by the history and nature of Sweden.

About the author
Linda Åkerberg was named the Adventurer of the Year
in 2019 for her journey through Sweden. She has climbed mountain tops 6000 meters above the sea, hiked
in Himalya and completed the 4280 kilometre Pacific
Crest Trail in the USA. As a photographer, lecturer and
guide, she is one of few that can call themselves a professional adventurer. Linda also runs the blog Wilderness
Stories.
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Route 3: Kajac across Immeln
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UPPLEV

MED TÅG

Anna W Thorbjörnsson & Marko T Wramén

Naturen, historien och maten
i Europas hjärta

Train Travelling & Food
in Italy

Nature, History and Food in the Heart of Europe
Anna W Thorbjörnsson & Marko T Wramén

Anna W Thorbjörnsson & Marko T Wramén
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ramatic alpine landscapes and meandering rivers, pulsing big cities and
picturesque small villages, wine yards and biergartens – Germany is rich
of experiences, culture and history, and everything is tied together by
a world-class railroad net. In Germany by Train the journalists, Anna and Marko,
suggest seven inspiring routes that cover the best parts of Germany. Of course, food
and drinks play a significant role and along the roads, you will know where the
village’s best Kneipe is found or where you can find the most charming restaurant.

taly takes time to explore; to discover that local wine producer in the countryside and the special gelateria in the small village square. Also, there is nothing
more exciting than to experience Italy by train! Train Travelling & Food in Italy
contains nine travel destinations guiding the traveller both through the beautiful
landscapes and the marvellous Italian food culture. Personal suggestions, easy to
read maps and information on how to book train tickets make this book the perfect
travel companion!

TÅG & MAT I
ITALIEN

En smakresa
för alla sinnen

Anna W Thorbjörnsson & Marko T Wramén

TYSKLAND

Germany by Train

Vassa klippor i Dolomiterna, böljande grönska i Umbrien, oändliga olivlundar i Apulien
och rykande vulkaner på Sicilien. Städer och
byar med vindlande gränder och små torg
där barnen leker och de gamla språkas.
Och havet! Det glittrande, klara blå, ännu
i oktober varmare än den finaste svenska
sommar. Allt detta är Italien. Och allt detta
underordnas och definieras av – maten!
Resejournalisterna Anna och Marko är
tillbaka efter succéboken Med tåg genom
Europa och fokuserar här på Italiens kulinariska pärlor. För vad kan väl vara bättre än
att uppleva Italien med tåg och att dessutom hitta de bästa matupplevelserna längs
vägen?
Tåg och mat i Italien är oumbärlig för den
som vill få ut mer av sin italienska semester
än budgetflyg och första bästa pizzeria.
Författarna berättar om nio vackra tågrutter
med personliga tips på restauranger, barer,
matproducenter och vingårdar, och såklart
sevärdheter och stränder.
Dessutom innehåller boken kartor och information om hur det italienska tågsystemet
fungerar, kapitel om hur man bokar biljetter
och boende, samt mängder av tips på hur
du bäst planerar och får ut mesta möjliga
av din semester med tåg – inspiration och
information för många oförglömliga resor.

TÅG & MAT I ITALIEN

UPPLEV TYSKLAND MED TÅG

Anna W Thorbjörnsson
Marko T Wramén

travelling

Anna W Thorbjörnsson
Marko T Wramén
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Tips for the trip
1. Hamburg
2. North Germany and The Baltic
coast
3. Berlin
4. Dresden, Leipzig and Sachsiska
Schweiz
5. Bremen, Hannover och Harz
6. Rhen och Mosel med Köln
7. Bayern med München
The German kitchen
German beer
German wine
German flea markets
German Christmas markets
Old trains in Germany
Index

Upplev Tyskland med tåg
150x200, 172 pp
Roos & Tegnér, 2021
Rights sold: DK

Contents: How the book works | Suggestions before your trip | Planning the itinerary
Travelling to Italy | Travelling through Italy | Booking and buying your train tickets
Practical advice | Booking an accommodation | Safety | 1. The Alps and the Dolomites
2. Lombardy | 3. From Venice to Bologna | 4. The Italian Riviera | 5. Tuscany | 6. Umbria
7. Rome and Napels | 8. Apulia | 9. Sicily | Record

About the authors
Anna W Thorbjörnsson and Marko T Wramén are
professional travel journalists and writers. They have
written hundreds of travel reportage around the world
and seven travel guides. Their son Gustav often joins
them on their adventures. Together, they have travelled
the world in many different ways and embarked on five
Interrail journeys – the first one in the 1980s, the latest
one in 2018 during the renaissance of rail travel.
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Roos & Tegnér, 2020
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By Train Through Europe
Anna W Thorbjörnsson & Marko T Wramén

M

ore and more people choose to travel by train instead of flying, regardless of whether it is a long weekend in the city, a family holiday in the
sunshine, or a work trip. There are many good reasons to travel by train:
the climate of course, but also the more relaxed tempo and the chance to discover
not only the destination but also the road.
By Train Through Europe describes 10 exciting and attractive train journeys with tips on the
exact routes, trains and transfers, but also sightseeing and restaurants on the way. The book
offers a whole range of practical advice on how and where it’s easiest to plan and book items
such as train tickets, seats and sleepers. What apps are best to use for what? What booking
pages on the internet? Are there any physical booking agencies that could be of help? You also
get tips on smart packing, items that are handy to bring along and how to travel safely.

Med tåg genom Europa
150x200, 176 pp
Roos & Tegnér, 2019
Rights sold: DK

Contents: How the book works | Tips before the journey | Plan your route –
relaxed travel | Buying tickets on the internet | When does it pay to have an Interrail card?
Booking tickets via a travel agent | Booking accommodation on the internet | Bicycle on the
train | Dog on the train | Travelling light | Watch out for thieves! | Fire safety | Good general travel apps | Express trains | Night trains | Speciality trains | And more...
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in the world

London for Foodies

Rome for Foodies

Alisa Larsen

Peter Loewe

L
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ondon moves at around 120 miles per hour and is impossible to keep pace
with. But after 14 years of regular food and drink excursions Alisa Larsen
knows precisely where you should go at any time of day or night, even on
the outskirts of town.
The cornerstone of British food culture is the pursuit of satisfaction, influenced
by the city’s long and complex history. In Quality Chop House you can still get a
Sunday roast of world class. And if you do as the English do you follow it up with
a visit to the pub where, of course, you drink cask ales. Or you visit du Rochelle
Canteen, where you eat food in the same tradition, but in a more refined version
and with the influence of chef Margot Henderson’s background in New Zealand,
France and Italy.

n Rome for Foodies Peter Loewe takes us to visit his own regular haunts, such as
Trattoria Monti, which has been in the same family for decades. Mama Franca
Marziani holds the fort in the kitchen, her sons Enrico and Daniele serve
everything from swordfish roulades and carpaccio of duck breast to highly addictive
lightly frozen ice cream with almond biscotti and chocolate sauce.
Aside from all his own personal favourites Peter has also travelled far out into
Rome’s periphery, to find the most characteristic places in which the traditions of
Roman food and family recipes live on and where prices are low.
Rom för foodisar
160x220, 176 pp
Natur & Kultur, 2018

Contents: Foreword | Classics | Wine restaurants | Wine bars | Wine shops | Asian |Chinese
Thai | Japanese | Indian | Vietnamese | Turkish | Pubs | Cocktail bars | Bakeries & Coffee
shops | Breakfast | Coffee | Markets & shops | Excursions | Word list | Maps | Index

Contents: Rome - pasta non basta! | Trattorias | Restaurants | Pizzerias | Just outside of
town | Wine and bars | Cafés | Gelatorias | Shops and tips on buying food | Pearls of the
reastaurant world | Index

Tokyo for Foodies

Paris for Foodies

Jonas Cramby

Elin Unnes

“Writing a restaurant guide to Tokyo seems close to an impossible task. Tokyo, as it happens,
is not simply the best food city in the world, it is also the largest.The city is thought to contain more than 150 000 restaurants, which makes even the 10 000 catering establishments
of New York, by comparison seem like the regional centre of a small and sleepy town. Tokyo
not only has the best raw produce, the most brilliant chefs and highest number of Michelin
stars in the world, a few years ago it also outstripped the previously apparently peerless Paris,
in the number of three-star restaurants. To travel to Tokyo and eat only at starred restaurants would be somewhat similar to wandering about the Louvre with one’s eyes shut, only
opening them in front of the Mona Lisa. What really makes Tokyo unique is something
different. Tokyo, quite simply, is a city in which extreme care and concern for detail is not the
sole preserve of fine dining - it exists everywhere.”
Jonas Cramby

“This is a guide to the best market stalls, the tastiest and cheapest oysters, the places that no
one afterwards can remember how one got to, regardless if they are secret or world-renowned: restaurants in alleys, bars in the cellar, and sometimes in places where you never look, in
the middle of everything. All the places Hemingway didn’t drink at.”
Elin Unnes

Contents: Foreword | Ramen & tsukemen | Udon, soba & tempura | Yakiniku | Yakitori &
yakiton | Japanese curry | Gyoza & biru | Tonkatsu | Sushi | Izakaya | Fast food & sweets
Coffee & tea | Crafted beers, natural wines & sake | Japanese bars | Practicalities | Index

Contents : Get out clause | Where are we going? | Au Passage et al. | Bar round on the hill
Don’t forget to eat! | A trip to 10e | A trip south/rue de Charonne | Meet the swamp! |
Fine food and park life | Outside the periphery | Shall we go to Pigalle? | Rue Saint-Maur.
Heading north & beyond | Other than food and drink | Index
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New York for Foodies

Stockholm for Foodies

Martin Gelin

Jonas Cramby

“There is no one cuisine or single dish that can be said to define New York, because here
everyone is an immigrant. The best restaurants always have an eye for another place or country, with much devotion and a little bit of melancholy, which has been left behind.
New York for foodies is a personal guide to the very best food in New York, based on 17
years of diligent research. Here we are tipped on where to find the best dim sum in Chinatown, Sunset Park’s most outstanding taquerias and Harlem’s crispiest fried chicken. This is
the book for you, if you find yourself daydreaming of eating oysters at the bar in Le Bernardin, but may be just as likely to visit the nest Egyptian restaurant in Queens, to order grilled
fish.”
Martin Gelin

“Stockholm is a city that is changing. Almost every week a new wine bar opens, a coffee roastery or craft bakery. Stockholmers themselves have stopped seeing eating out as simply an excuse for drinking themselves under the table, rather they have started to live their lives more
and more on the town. The strict morality may remain, but also a countermovement in the
form of a new generation dining out, restaurateurs, chefs, food craftspeople and bartenders.

Stockholm for Foodies is a book about just such people, of their places and a city
where restaurant culture is being created right now, before our very eyes.”
Jonas Cramby

New York för foodisar
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Natur & Kultur, 2019
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Berlin för foodisar
160x220, 176 pp
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Contents: The way to eat the world | Italian | Bagels & delis | Chinatown | North Africa
Queens | Sunset Park | Seafood & oysters | Japanese | Koreatown | Hamburgers | East
Indian | Natural wines & bistros | Mexican | Desserts | Bars

Contents: Foreword | Fast food – burgers, pizzas, hot dogs, kebab | Asian – Japanese, Korean, Thai, Chinese | Modern Swedish | Meat | Outside Stockholm | Classics | Bars & snacks
Cocktails | Fika – coffee, buns, sandwiches & ice cream | Index

Berlin for Foodies

Copenhagen for Foodies

Sara Berg

Erik Eje Almqvist

“When I first began to visit Berlin the city had just started out on its transformation from
a city for ravers and clubbing to a serious restaurant town. A bit like Malmö a few years
earlier. In Berlin the clubbing culture has not ended but has continued to operate at all
hours and exists alongside natural wine bars, ambitious cafe bars and an impressive array of
Asian restaurants. In Berlin for Foodies you will find the city’s tastiest ice cream, a tiny Korean
restaurant with its walls covered in Bible quotations, and also a good deal of appealing DDR
architecture and interesting art.
Sara Berg

“I have never regretted anything so much as when I moved from Copenhagen. I missed the
wine dealer from underneath the Knippelsbro bridge where one always, regardless of the
time, in the middle of lunch being waved into the kitchen and tasting cloudy wines that have
not yet made it to the shelf. I missed the remarkable kiosk on Sønder Boulevard that sells
ciggies, milk, newspapers – and obscure sour ales. It was not long before I moved back.
This is a guide to my favourite restaurants, to fantastic natural wines, to the establishments
with the finest raw produce of the most devoted hippie farmers, from the best soil ranges in
Sjælland. From the bars with the most interesting crafted beers to the roughest jukebox dives
in which the ventilation is so bad that you can passive-smoke tobacco fumes breathed out by
the Vesterbro poet Dan Turell in the 1970s.”
Erik Eje Almqvist
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Sundays | Destinations for outings | Swimming baths | Clubs | Evening dining | Map | Index
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Bodegas | Coffee & bread | Natural wine in Copenhagen | The Italian wave | Raw produce
fetishists - Tuesday | Bars - Wednesday | Other than food - Thursday | Literature- and film
catalogues | Preface | Maps | Index
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